
1. Set up
Form the dice track and place it at an 
equal distance from each player.

Choose a color, take the two corresponding 
dices and pass the bracelet to the hand 
you’ll attack with.

Each player places his hand with the 
bracelet next to one side of the track
so his fingertips touch it. Unused dices are 
placed in order to be visible by all players, 
next to your hand and the track, as a 
color reminder in addition to the bracelet.

2. Epidemic
Each player has a Zombie dice and a 
Human dice. At the beginning of the game, 
everyone is human and plays with the 
Human dice. The Virus will designate the 
first infected player(s).

Human Zombie Virus

CLICK

Everyone takes the Human dice in the hand 
that doesn’t touch the track. The player 
who most looks like a zombie takes the 
Virus dice in addition to his/her own, and 
all players roll at the same time. When the 
Virus appears, each player who got the 
Human side is infected and must now play 
with the zombie dice for the rest of the 
game. 

Infected players change dice, leaving their 
human dice visible, and the Virus dice is
removed from the game. Now we’re getting 
down to business! 

3. Survival
Players roll their dice at the same 
time. Image associations indicate who 
is attacking or defending. Attacks and 
defenses are always made with the hand 
wearing the bracelet. Players defend by 
withdrawing their hand, and attack by 
touching their opponent’s hand before he/
she takes it off the table.
There are three combinations to remember. 
Is it easy ? Let’s find out...

A Zombie hears a Human

It’s up to the yellow 
zombie to touch the 
blue human’s hand !

A Zombie sees a Human

A Human blows up a Zombie

It’s up to the red 
zombie to touch the 
black human’s hand !

A good zombie is a dead zombie! 
When a human succeeds in his attack, the 
zombie is eliminated from the game !

It’s the pink human’s 
turn to touch the 
green zombie’s hand !

4. No room for error !
 In this apocalyptic world, there’s no room
for error. If you take your fingers off the 
table without good reason, you go from 
Human to Zombie, and from Zombie to 
Death ! Still too easy ? Maybe you’re ready 
for the next part…

5. No mercy !
No more laughter ! As if we were going 
to wait quietly for the transformations... 
In this game mode, it’s possible to eliminate 
an opponent in the epidemic phase ! 
If a baseball bat appears when a player is 
infected by the virus, the owner of the bat 
can attack the infected human.

6. But when does it end ?
If there are only humans lef t in the game, 
you roll the Virus die again to make 
zombies reappear. «But when there 
are only zombies ?» you might ask...  
It’s up to you: either the zombies have 
won and are living in harmony in this new 
world, or... they are hungry and become...

7. Cannibals !
The humans disappeared, but the zombies’ 
hunger hasn’t, so they’re starting to eat 
each other ! For some reasons, zombies 
love ears...

But some zombies have sharper eyes than 
others and attack on sight !

8. No Brain No Gain !!
Only the best survivalists overcome No Brain 
No Gain... You think you’re up to it ?
Zombies are now cannibals despite the 
presence of humans, who are themselves 
merciless ! Good luck...

It’s the red human’s 
turn to touch the 
green human’s hand !

It’s up to the yellow 
zombie to touch the 
red zombie’s hand!

It’s up to the pink 
zombie to touch the 
green zombie’s hand!

Warm-up over? Now it’s no longer a joke!

One more in the zombie army! 
When a zombie succeeds in its attack,  
the human is transformed and changes  
his dice!

It’s happened! The world is infested 
with zombies, pushing human beings 
down the food ladder! In this dice 
game where reflexes rhyme with 
failure, you must fight to survive...

or to eat!

RULES

AaaRRgl 
BWEUAAaar...*

* Je me ferai bien un 
milkshake de cervelle...

GwAaaAaaRrr bluUur BEUuuRg AAaaaaGgh GooRfrL ! *
*DON’T WASTE YOUR BRAIN READING THIS RULE!
Click here to see the rule in video !

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bVSOolHpSc

